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Analytical Framework

●A tool to interpret social trends from large tweet

collections by extracting and crossing information around

three dimensions:

●Case studies:

• Refugee crisis

• Brexit

• Mauro Coletto, Andrea Esuli, Claudio Lucchese, Cristina Ioana Muntean, Franco Maria Nardini, Raffaele Perego, Chiara Renso.
Perception of social phenomena through the multidimensional analysis of online social networks,
Online Social Networks and Media, Volume 1, 2017.

• Mauro Coletto, Claudio Lucchese, Cristina Ioana Muntean, Franco Maria Nardini, Andrea Esuli, Chiara Renso, Raffaele Perego.
Sentiment-enhanced Multidimensional Analysis of Online Social Networks: Perception of the Mediterranean Refugees Crisis,
SNAST, ASONAM 2016.



Methodology 

1. Extract temporal information at 

day level

2. Extract relevant spatial 

information:

●User location

●Location mention

3. Enrich data with sentiment 

information:

●Tweet sentiment 

●User sentiment

4. Perform multidimensional analyses

considering content and locations 

in time 



PTR for polarized sentiment

Hashtag Classification

Tweet Classification

User Classification

Initial seeds:
+ #refugeeswelcome
- #refugeesnotwelcome

Enrich hashtag sets 
on co-occurrence

Pro refugees
#campliberty
#health
#humanrights
#marchofhope
#migrantmarch
#refugee
#refugeecrisis
#refugeemarch
#refugeescrisis
#sharehumanity
#solidarity
#syriacrisis
#trainofhope

Against refugees
#illegalimmigration
#invasion
#isis
#islamicstate
#migrant
#migrantcrisis
#muslimcrimes
#muslims
#no2eu
#nomoremigrants
#nomorerefugees
#security
#stoptheeu
#terrorism



PTR Algorithm
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Case Study 1: Refugee migration



Refugees Crisis Perception Analysis 

● Q1: What is the evolution of the discussions about 

refugees migration in Twitter? 

● Q2: What is the sentiment of users across Europe in 

relation to the refugee crisis? What is the evolution of 

the perception in countries affected by the phenomenon? 

● Q3: Are users more polarized in countries most impacted by 

the migration flow? 
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Refugee Crisis Dataset

Timeline



Q1: What is the evolution of the discussions about refugees migration 
in Twitter? 

European country mentions Africa & Middle East country mentions

Refugees at 

Macedonian 

border

AT-HU 

border 

opens

Flow 

shift to 

Croatia

News 

about 

Syria Terrorist 

attack in 

Nigeria



Q2: What is the sentiment of users across Europe in relation to the 
refugee crisis? What is the evolution of the perception in countries 
affected by the phenomenon? 

Index ρ - the ratio between pro refugees users and against refugees users
•Red means a higher predominance of positive sentiment, higher ρ
•Yellow means a higher predominance of negative sentiment, lower ρ

Internal and external perception by country



Q2: What is the sentiment of users across Europe in relation to the 
refugee crisis? What is the evolution of the perception in countries 
affected by the phenomenon? 

Positive and negative users for different cities in UK before and after 
September 4 (death of Alan Kurdi, borders  between AT-HU, Germany welcomes 
refugees). 

Sentiment Analysis in UK



Germany

Hungary

Q3: Are users more polarized in countries most impacted by the 
migration flow? 

Croatia

Mentioned Locations Analysis



Case Study 2: Brexit



Brexit perception analysis

Q4: What is the evolution of the discussions in Twitter 

regarding the Brexit referendum?

Q5: What is the sentiment of Twitter UK users on the Brexit 

referendum topic, before and after the vote? What is the 

perception in other European countries?

Q6: Is the polarization of the users about refugees and the 

Brexit referendum somehow correlated? If so, how are the two 

topics correlated?



Brexit Dataset
Timeline



Q4: What is the evolution of the discussions in Twitter regarding the 
Brexit referendum?

Politician mentions before and after the Brexit referendum 



Q5: What is the sentiment of Twitter UK users on the Brexit referendum 
topic, before and after the vote? What is the perception in other 
European countries? 

Polarization index ρ across UK cities before and after the vote



Q5: What is the sentiment of Twitter UK users on the Brexit referendum 
topic, before and after the vote? What is the perception in other 
European countries? 

The evolution of seeds and final hashtags of PTR in time 



Q6: Is the polarization of the users about refugees and the Brexit 
referendum somehow correlated? If so, how are the two topics 
correlated?

Polarization of UK main cities

Pearson correlation among the ρ values 



Conclusions

● Adaptive and scalable 
multidimensional framework to 
analyze the spatial, temporal and 
sentiment aspects of a polarized 
topic discussed in social networks

● Can be applied to different case 
studies and can help infer 
interesting insights on 
polarization phenomena:

○ European users are sensitive to 
major events and mostly express 
positive sentiments for the 
refugees

○ Correlation between the refugee 
crisis sentiment of UK citizens 
with the Brexit sentiment and 
the final vote outcome 

● Future work:
○ Adapt the framework to a 

real-time streaming scenario 
○ Add more dimensions such as 

the type of user and the 
network relationships in the 
Twitter user graph



Questions?

Contact: cristina.muntean@isti.cnr.it

Thank you!


